On first gloss, most of Try to Remember resembles a student travelogue rather than a "made-for-TV" documentary. Basically, Zhong records his mother showing him places of interest, meeting local residents, and introducing him to relatives.
But the tone of the documentary changes when Liu expands on her descriptions of life during the late years of the Cultural Revolution when life was "harsh" and full of "starvation" (Liu refers specifically to [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] . First, we find that Liu's life was unique. One of seven daughters born to farmers, Liu was the only one who was sent to school. Her family's hope was that Liu would learn things to help the family manage their daily living. However, Liu entered an education system in turmoil as it was being transformed by the Cultural Revolution. Liu became a member of the Red Guard and observed routine beatings of people who were considered bad in ways that she did not understand. In one vivid memory, Liu recalls how she divulged to the local authorities that her parents were hiding a family tree tracing their ancestors. The genealogy was considered part of "the old ways of thinking" and was destroyed. To a certain extent, this emotional event defined Liu by putting her at odds with her family at such a young age.
Interspersed throughout Liu's childhood stories are observations, both oral and visual, that explore contemporary life in rural China. From Liu, we learn that rural China is an almost timeless world with many of the daily practices remaining the same, from the tools and work required for daily sustenance to the complex familial system of village life. However, the documentary also shows dramatic change. Industrialization has affected the local environment, with many of the land and waterways becoming polluted, and processes of economic liberalization have allowed a style of commerce that, Liu adds, would have been considered illegal during the Cultural Revolution.
Throughout the documentary, it is clear that Zhong wants to treat his mother and her story with reverence. Zhong rarely appears before the camera and keeps his presence to a minimum, only asking an occasional question for the sake of clarification. His mother speaks in long, uninterrupted takes, and she provides the only narration for many of the sights and sounds throughout the film. In between Liu's stories, Zhong includes images of things such as old pots, fields, trees, the wind blowing through the grass, or a river flowing. Framed by silence or accompanied by the natural sound emanating from the image, these soft moments and small details seem to invite the viewer to imagine the tremendous events of the Cultural Revolution or contemplate village life in China.
My sense is that this dimension of Try to Remember reveals Zhong's own feelings toward his experience as both filmmaker and son. For some people in their early twenties, the thought of going on a trip with your mother to rural China to visit her old village may seem uninviting, but Zhong thoughtfully digests his mother's stories, which, given the gestures of his mother, are probably not new to Zhong. When the stories are told in context, however, both Zhong and the film take careful pause.
As Liu's son, he is graceful and minimal while letting her guide the documentary. As a member of the Chinese diaspora, he lets the camera wander, almost ethnographically, as it lingers on objects, scenes, and social interactions for potential cultural importance. The most interesting perspective emerges when Zhong's position is presumed as an outsider, which is best expressed by the common reaction by people to Zhong. The fact that he is filming their encounter does not register as much as their reaction to Zhong himself: They ask Liu, "Is this your son?" Liu nods yes. "You are so lucky to have such a big and tall boy. " Zhong or Liu never respond to these comments, but the interaction and many like them remain in the documentary; this is an intentional decision by Zhong as filmmaker. The recognition of Zhong's clear difference from local residents and the observation of his apparent "health and wealth" reveal Zhong's position-he is not from Yantang.
The implication is that he will never fully understand rural life and especially rural life during the Cultural Revolution. Unlike Zhong, the common feature that Liu shares with local residents is a sense of stoicism when talking about the past and present; stories of all kinds are shared without reaction, save for a subtle sense of endurance expressed on hardened faces. Perhaps Zhong's sense of the "outsider" in Try to Remember will provide the important connection necessary for audiences to remain involved with the film.
At a slow ninety minutes, I wonder how many people will recognize the value of Try to Remember, aside from academics and those Chinese who lived in rural China during the Cultural Revolution. The style of the film and its running time present a challenge to students and teachers where class time and attention span are always in competition. Likewise, the historical nature of the film, presented as first-person narrative, lacks the elements that tend to dominate the type of documentary form played in academic institutions and, more generally, on television.
Try to Remember is a lean documentary that lacks graphics, talking heads, and dramatizations; it requires a little work on the part of the viewer. As such-inasmuch as Liu's childhood is simultaneously incredible and awful-the presentation of her life is, unfortunately, underwhelming and, consequently, the documentary falls short of presenting a compelling brand of humanism.
It is hard to be critical of something so clearly personal and heartfelt. Moreover, the Cultural Revolution and life in rural China are both topics that need more voices. Zhong's statement about the film is sweet: "Everyone has their own highlights, climaxes, pain and happiness while growing . . . Maybe I can dedicate this film as a birthday present to my child in twenty years. I can tell him a story about a family, a story about a land, and a story about our family, because this story is from my mother, who is his grandmother. " 
